ICL Demo Session

The Demonstration Session at ICL2014 Conference aims to creating an active forum where participants are encouraged to interactively demonstrate developed tools, systems and products in the field of the Technology Enhanced Learning as, for example, online experimentation.

Academics as well as industrial partners are welcome. Demo proposals should be submitted via the ConfTool submission system (https://www.conftool.com/icl-conference/) as two-pages extended abstract using the IEEE Paper template. The abstract should clearly describe the proposed demonstration and its relevance for the audience of the Conference. The presenters will be expected to use their personal Laptop during the exhibition session. A desk, power and network connection will be available.

Important dates:
June 13, 2014 - Extended Abstract Submission Deadline for Demo Session
July 14, 2014 - Notification of acceptance
October 20, 2014 - Camera Ready Due
December 03-06, 2014 - Conference

Topics of Interest for exhibition proposals include but are not limited to:
- Collaborative learning platforms
- Computer-supported learning
- Educational multimedia
- Mobile learning applications
- Online experimentation
- Human-Machine interaction in the training process
- Augmented and virtual reality
- Educational and industrial applications
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